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REQUEST ALJs’ Post-Record DR 2: 
  
Commonwealth Edison Company is directed to provide a set of schedules, by rate classification, 
showing a "typical bill" under the conclusions contained in the Proposed Order. For each "typical 
bill" schedule, Commonwealth Edison Company shall identify, for each rate classification, the 
typical customer usage assumptions used in the calculations. The percentage change in the 
“typical bill” from that under existing rates shall be provided as well. If it wishes, 
Commonwealth Edison Company may choose to provide additional schedules showing "typical 
bills" for customers using relatively low amounts of utility service and relatively high amounts of 
utility service for each rate classification. If Commonwealth Edison Company chooses to provide 
such additional schedules, it is directed to state the assumed usage level in the schedules 
provided.  
 
RESPONSE:  
 
Typical bills and percentage changes resulting from the conclusions in the Proposed Order are 
provided in ALJ Post-Record DR2_Attach 1.  
 
Note that the electronic version of ALJ Post-Record DR2_Attach 1 opens to a Table of Contents 
which includes hyperlinks (in blue font) to facilitate navigating to the specific pages of interest 
(e.g., the Residential SUMMARY page) and each page includes a RETURN TO TABLE OF 
CONTENTS hyperlink to quickly navigate back to the Table of Contents.  The Table of Contents 
includes hyperlinks for Typical Bill Comparisons (top half) as well as hyperlinks for Total Bill 
Comparisons (bottom half). 
 
Also note that the Large Load, Very Large Load, Extra Large Load, Railroad and High Voltage 
delivery classes all have their bill comparisons presented on a total class basis and exclude 
purchased electricity charges.  Such classes are assumed competitively declared and on Rate 
BES-H, except no estimate of the hourly energy charges are provided.  In addition, total class 
comparisons are being presented for these classes rather than ‘average’ because an average does 
not necessarily represent a ‘typical’ customer for such larger load classes.  
 
Commonwealth Edison Company is also providing a comparison of the total bill for eight actual 
residential customers (two in each of the four residential delivery classes) using relatively low 
amounts of utility service (20th percentile) and relatively high amounts of utility service (80th 
percentile).  These are provided in ALJ Post-Record DR2_Attach 2.  The format and design (i.e., 
hyperlinks) of ALJ Post-Record DR2_Attach 2 is the same as the Typical Bills portion of ALJ 
Post-Record DR2_Attach 1.  ALJ Post-Record DR2_Attach 3 provides a summary of average, 
low use, and high use total monthly bills for the four residential classes using the $218 million 
revenue requirement increase in the Proposed Order.  Assuming continued application of the 
across-the-board revenue allocation approach, should the Commission adjust the Proposed 
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Order’s revenue requirement, the percentage revenue requirement adjustment will produce a 
corresponding adjustment in those residential customers’ resulting total bills. 
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